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Experimental and Numerical
Investigations of Effects of Flow
Control Devices Upon Flat-Plate
Film Cooling Performance
This study deals with the experimental and numerical studies of the effect of flow control
devices (FCDs) on the film cooling performance of a circular cooling hole on a flat plate.
Two types of FCDs with different heights are examined in this study, where each of them
is mounted to the flat plate upstream of the cooling hole by changing its lateral position
with respect to the hole centerline. In order to measure the film effectiveness as well as
heat transfer downstream of the cooling hole with upstream FCD, a transient method
using a high-resolution infrared camera is adopted. The velocity field downstream of the
cooling hole is captured by 3D laser Doppler velocimeter (LDV). Furthermore, the aerodynamic loss associated with the cooling hole with/without FCD is measured by a total
pressure probe rake. The experiments are carried out at blowing ratios ranging from 0.5
to 1.0. In addition, numerical simulations are also made to have a better understanding
of the flow field. LES approach is employed to solve the flow field and visualize the vortex
structure around the cooling hole with FCD. When a taller FCD is mounted to the plate,
the film effectiveness tends to increase due to the vortex structure generated by the FCD.
As FCD is laterally shifted from the centerline, the film effectiveness increases, while the
lift-off of cooling air is also promoted when FCD is put on the center line.
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4025689]

Introduction
In order to raise thermal efficiency of gas turbine, higher turbine inlet temperature (TIT) is needed. However, higher TIT
increases thermal load to its hot-section components, reducing
their life span. Therefore, very complicated cooling technology
such as film cooling and internal cooling is required especially for
HP turbine vanes and blades. In film cooling, relatively cool air is
injected onto the blade surface to form a protective layer between
the surface and hot mainstream gas. The film cooling can increase
thermal protection. However, the air used for film cooling causes
an aerodynamic loss when interfering with the mainstream. Moreover, since the allowable cooling air is limited, a cooling design
needs to be optimized to minimize the cooling air consumption.
Among the past researches, Haven et al. [1] showed that
counter-rotating vortex pair (CRVP) promotes lift-off of cooling
air. Then, the technique for controlling CRVP has been studied
for decades. The geometry of the cooling hole exit is known as
one of the factors which affects the film cooling performance and
vortex structures. Goldstein et al. [2] were the first to research the
use of shaped injection holes to improve film cooling performance. They tested a 10 deg spanwise-diffused hole and found that
the shaped hole provided better film cooling characteristics than
commonly used cylindrical holes. The shaped hole reduced the
coolant momentum of the jet, which prevented the coolant from
lifting off of the surface. As a result, the coolant had less penetration into the mainstream when compared to the cylindrical holes,
and the film cooling performance was enhanced. Laveau and
Abhari [3] observed the vortex structure of the cooling air from a
shaped hole using PIV. The vortical structures for shaped holes
were compared to those of round holes and the entrainment proContributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute (IGTI) of ASME for
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cess was observed on both sides with the two pairs of CRVP.
Saumweber and Schulz [4–6] showed the ability of shaped hole
and investigated the influence of various parameters associated
with shaped hole.
As another approach for the controlling CRVP, some techniques
in which the surroundings of a cooling hole is changed have been
studied. Na and Shih [7] and Barigozzi et al. [8,9] investigated the
effects of ramp placed at the upstream of the film cooling holes. Na
and Shih [7] used CFD to examine the influence of the ramp, indicating that it eliminates the horseshoe vortex at the base of the cooling jet and allows the film cooling jet to spread out more laterally.
Also, the ramp allowed the cooling air jet to fill the separated
region between the backward facing step of the ramp and the cooling jet so that cooler air was entrained into that region. Barigozzi
et al. [8,9] clarified aerodynamic loss and film cooling effectiveness
using the experimental technique. As a result, although film effectiveness increased, it was confirmed that the aerodynamic loss
increased. This was because the ramp was two-dimensional form
and a large scale separation region was created.
Nasir et al. [10] and Sakai et al. [11] changed the shape of the
cooling holes exit to more complicated one, and tried control
of the flow structure. Nasir et al. [10] organized triangular tab
downstream of a cylindrical hole, and reduced lift-off by changing
vortex structure. Sakai et al. [11] clarified flow structure and temperature field when putting bump on the downstream of a cooling
hole experimentally and numerically. In their study, very complicated flow structures were found by CFD. However they were not
clearly validated experimentally.
This study deals with the experimental and numerical studies of
the effect of flow control devices (FCD) on flat plate film cooling.
Several kind of half ellipse shaped FCD is mounted upstream of
the cooling hole. In this investigation, film effectiveness, the flow
field, and the temperature field were revealed using several experimental techniques, and also detailed vortex structure was clarified
using CFD approach.
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Experiment
Experimental Apparatus. The experiments discussed in this
paper employed two different experimental setups at Iwate
University, Japan, one for the thermal and the other for aerodynamic measurements. Figure 1(a) shows the test apparatus for
thermal measurements. The experiment was conducted using the
wind tunnel for heat transfer test. The test section duct was built
from acrylics plates, with 280 mm  450 mm cross-section area of
the test section and 1150 mm length. Two air supply systems
existed in the experimental facility, and the secondary air was
heated. The secondary air entered the plenum chamber from the
back side of the chamber. The mainstream passed flow straighteners and the transition nozzle and flowed into the test section. The
mainstream velocity was measured by a Pitot tube installed
150 mm downstream of the test duct entrance. The flat plate test
model was installed on the side of the test duct. The test model
made of ABS resin was installed on the mainstream side of the
test duct. The cooling hole diameter, d, was 20 mm and the hole
pitch, p, was 60 mm (3d). The test model of 40 mm (2d) thickness
was equipped with four circular holes which were inclined by
35 deg from the surface as shown in Fig. 1(a). Note that x, y, and z
axes were streamwise, normal to the plate surface and lateral coordinates, respectively. The origin of the axes was on the trailing
edge of the hole exit. A circular glass of ZnSe was mounted to the
side plate opposite to the test model in order to measure the temperature of the test surface by a high-resolution infrared camera
(NEC Avio). The temperature field downstream of the cooling
hole was measured by use of a temperature probe rake which was
traversed with the 2-axis traverse unit shown in Fig. 1.
The aerodynamics investigations presented in this paper were
done inside the test duct installed in a large-scale close-loop wind

Fig. 1

Experimental apparatus

tunnel at Iwate University [12] (see Fig. 1(b)). In this research, the
3D LDV system was fully taken advantage of along with a
traversing unit whose movable distance for each direction was
600 mm. Since, the size of the 3D LDV was too large, to set
nearby the thermal measurement test facility, two different experimental setups were used at different wind tunnel. Although the
flow fields inside these experimental setups were not completely
the same each other, it was supposed that important flow features
associated with cooling holes and the device could not differ
between the two setups. The mainstream air was supplied to
the test duct via flow straighteners, contraction nozzle and transition duct. The cross-sectional size of the test duct was
620 mm  260 mm and its length was 1550 mm. 3D LDV (Dantec) was used to capture the velocity field around stream of the
cooling holes. The LDV system consisted of two and onedimensional fiberoptic probes, Dantec’s BS F60 Processor and 3D
traversing system. Those two probes were inclined by 25 deg from
the y coordinate as shown in Fig. 1(b). The measured velocities
were transformed so as to obtain each of the velocity components
via the software (BSAFlow).
Figure 2 shows the geometry of film cooling hole and flow control devices (FCD). Several attempts were made to control the
cooling air from the cooling hole by FCD proposed in this study.
The employed FCD had elliptic base and front shapes with fillet at
the root section. The streamwise distance from the center of a
cooling hole to FCD, the length of the z axis orientations of FCD,
the length of the x axis orientations of FCD, and the radius of a fillet were 1.5d, 1.0d, 0.5d, and 0.15d, respectively. The height of
FCD, H, and the off-set distance of FCD from the center of a cooling hole, A, are listed in Table 1.
Test Conditions. All tests were conducted in the wind tunnel
at Reynolds number of 16,400 based on film cooling hole diameter (d). The flow velocity and temperature in the duct entrance
were about 13 m/s and 300 K, respectively. Blowing ratios
(BR ¼ qcUc/qmUm) examined were 0.5 and 1.0. When the flow
velocity of secondary air is high, it is supposed that the effect of
FCD does not appear clearly. Therefore, investigation was conducted only for low BR cases. The tested blowing ratios were
calculated from the mass flow rate of the secondary air and
holes area. The density ratio, DR, were 0.85 and 1.0 for the thermal and aerodynamics measurements, respectively. The boundary
layer thickness (d) at x/d ¼ 0 was about 0.75d for the thermal

Fig. 2

Test model and flow control devices employed
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Table 1 FCD geometries
H
BASE

the temperature Tj in Eq. (1) can be replaced by the corresponding
adiabatic wall temperature Taw,j given by

A

Taw;j ¼ gT2;j þ ð1  gÞT1

No FCD condition

Case01
Case02
Case03
Case04

0.5d

Case05
Case06
Case07
Case08

0.1d

0.0d
0.25d
0.5d
0.75d
0.0d
0.25d
0.5d
0.75d

(4)

From this expression the following expression is obtained
Taw;j  Taw;j1 ¼ gðT2;j  T2;j1 Þ

(5)

Therefore, replacing (TjTj-i) in Eq. (1) by (Taw,jTaw,j-1), one
can obtain the expression for the surface temperature,
Tw ðtÞ  Ti ¼ g

N
X

Uðt  sj ÞðT2;j  T2;j1 Þ

(6)

j¼1

Table 2

Thermal
Aero

Test conditions

Re

BR

DR

d

Tu

16,400

0.5
1.0

0.85
1.0

0.75d
1.0d

1%
1%

measurement and about 1.0d for the aerodynamic measurement.
The boundary layer became thicker for the latter measurement
because the main flow contained fog particles for the LDV measurement. The turbulence intensity is 1% for both measurements
(Table 2).

Use of the above expressions for different two instants t ¼ ta and
t ¼ tb to eliminate g yields the following equation:
N
X

Tw ðta Þ  Ti
j¼1
¼ N
Tw ðtb Þ  Ti X

Tw ðtÞ  Ti ¼

N
X

Uðt  sj ÞðTj  Tji Þ

(1)

j¼1

Uðt  sj Þ ¼ 1  expðb2 ÞerfcðbÞ;

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
h t  sj
b ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
qck

(7)
Uðtb  sj ÞðT2;j  T2;j1 Þ

j¼1

Then the heat transfer coefficient h can be determined from
Eq. (7), using a proper method for solving nonlinear equations.
Substituting the resultant heat transfer coefficient into Eq. (6),
film effectiveness is then calculated as follows:

Thermal Investigations
Theory of Transient Technique. The present study used two
different reference temperatures to determine film effectiveness
and heat transfer coefficients both from a single test in a way proposed by Kim et al. [13], which will be briefly described in the
following.
When a semi-infinite substance of initial temperature Ti is
exposed to a flow whose temperature T(t) starts to increase at a
certain instant, its surface temperature Tw(t) accordingly rises.
Suppose that heat transfer coefficient of the flow h is constant,
Tw(t) can be expressed by Eqs. (1) and (2) using Duhamel’s
theorem,

Uðta  sj ÞðT2;j  T2;j1 Þ

g¼

Tw ðta Þ  Ti
N
X

(8)

Uðta  sj ÞðT2;j  T2;j1 Þ

j¼1

Temperature Measurement Around the Model. In this study,
a thermocouple rake was used to perform temperature measurement on normal planes to the test model surface. Figure 3 shows
the thermocouple rake which was used in this measurement. The
thermocouple rake consisted of 13 K-type thermocouples. These
thermocouples were installed at 5 mm pitch. Figure 4 shows measurement plane. Measurement planes was located on x/d ¼ 3.0.
Fifty points temperature measurement was performed at 1 mm
intervals in the direction of normal to the model surface. The nondimensional temperature was similarly defined as film effectiveness, and it was calculated by following Eq. (9),

(2)

where the increase in the flow temperature is approximated by a
summation of small temperature steps (TjTj-i) with the time lag
from the initiation sj, and U(tsj) in Eq. (2) is an exact solution of
the equation for the one-dimensional unsteady heat conduction
under the abrupt increase in the flow temperature. Equation (1)
can yield the heat transfer coefficient h using the information on
the temporal variation of the surface temperature as well as the
temperature rise of the flow over the surface.
When a film cooling exists, its effect upon the flow temperature
should be taken into account through the film cooling effectiveness g, which is defined as follows:
g¼

Taw  T1
T2  T1

(3)

where Taw, T1, and T2 are adiabatic wall temperature, primary
flow temperature, and secondary flow temperature, respectively.
Using this relationship, along with the assumption that g is constant even when the secondary flow temperature varies with time,

Fig. 3
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Fig. 4 Measurement plane and grid (temperature measurement)

h¼

Tf  T1
T2  T1

(9)

where Tf is the local fluid temperature measured by the thermocouple rake, T1 is the mainstream temperature measured at
entrance Pitot tube location, and T2 was the mean temperature of
two thermocouples inside the cooling holes, respectively.

Aerodynamic Investigations
Total Pressure Loss Measurement. In this study, the aerodynamic loss associated with the cooling hole was estimated by
calculating the total pressure loss coefficient defined by Eq. (10),
Cp;t ¼

Pt;ref  Pt
1 2
qU
2 1

(10)

In order to evaluate the aerodynamic loss generated from cooling
holes, the approach of Aga et al. [14] was used and reference pressure Pt,ref was defined,
Pt;ref ¼

m_ 2
m_ 1
Pt;2 þ
Pt;1
m_ 2 þ m_ 1
m_ 2 þ m_ 1

(11)

Total pressure probe rake was used for the measurement of Pt. Pt,2
and Pt,1 were measured by Pitot tubes in the plenum chamber
and test section duct entrance, respectively. Figure 5 shows the
total pressure probe rake. It consisted of nine total pressure probes
of 1 mm diameter at 10 mm intervals. The measurement plane was
located at x/d ¼ 10. Figure 6 shows the measurement plane and
grid points. Fifty points total pressure measurement was performed in the normal direction to the model at 1 mm intervals.
One hole pitch was measured in the spanwise direction.

Fig. 5 Total pressure probe rake

Velocity Field Measurement. In this research, threedimensional velocity field measurement of the downstream region
of a cooling hole was performed by LDV. Figure 7 shows the
measurement plane and gird points. 50  60 points were measured
at 1 mm intervals in the z and y directions. The minimum data
count during the measurement was set to be 750. Actually almost
all the measurement points recorded the counts over 1000.
Uncertainty Analysis. The accuracy of the measurement was
determined by performing uncertainty analysis using the methodology of Kline and McClintock [15]. The uncertainty of the heat
transfer coefficient was evaluated in consideration of mainstream
temperature, secondary air temperature, wall temperature, initial
temperature, thermal diffusivity, and thermal conductivity. The
reference wall temperature assumed in this analysis corresponded
to the case of g ¼ 0.5. The errors of measurement of a thermocouple and an infrared camera are 60.7 K and 61 K, respectively.
The uncertainty of the heat transfer coefficient became 66.8% as
a result. The uncertainty of the film effectiveness was estimated to
be 69.5% using the uncertainty of a heat transfer coefficient. In
aerodynamic investigation, the accuracy of the pressure transducer
was 60.25%. The uncertainty of the total pressure loss coefficient
defined by Eq. (10) was about 63.8%. The measurement uncertainties were mainly on the LDV velocity measurement itself.
Based on the 95% confidence interval, the uncertainty of the freestream velocity was calculated to be 1.4%.

Numerical Simulation
A commercial software, ANSYS CFX 13, was used in this
study. The Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) approach
using the shear-stress transport (SST) two-equation model and
large eddy simulation (LES) with dynamic Smagorinsky model
were employed. The wall-damping function was not used in this
study. The central-differencing scheme was used for the advection
scheme in LES. Figures 8 and 9 show the computational domain
simulating the experimental setups and the mesh. The length and
height of the domain were 30d and 6d. Although tetra meshes
were mainly used for the computational grid, prism meshes were
also used in order to resolve boundary layer at near wall region.
From the mesh dependency test it was found that about 12  106
cells in this domain were adequate, where 10  106 cells were
used for the test duct region and 2  106 cells were used for the
plenum and film holes region. The value of yþ for the computational point of the first cell above the wall was less than unity so
that the wall function approach was not applied on the wall in
RANS. The mainstream flow velocity profile, temperature, and
turbulence intensity measured in thermal experiment were specified at the mainstream inlet boundary condition. Although the
inlet velocity profile measured by the aerodynamic experiment
was not used, it was supposed that major vortex structures
observable by the condition of thermal experiment were able to
get captured. The mass flow rate and temperature measured in the
experiment were imposed at the secondary air entrance. The
boundary condition of symmetry was used for the upper duct of
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Fig. 6 Measurement plane and grid (aerodynamic investigations)

Fig. 7

Measurement plane and grid (LDV measurement)

computational domain. As for LES case, the nondimensional time
step was 3.0  103D/U1.

Results and Discussion

Fig. 8

Computational domain

Film Cooling Effectiveness and Heat Transfer Coefficient.
Detailed experimental results of film cooling effectiveness and
heat transfer coefficient distribution are presented in Fig. 10. Any
heat transfer coefficient could not be calculated on the region
where temperature rise was not seen during experiment. The heat
transfer coefficient was normalized by the value of the turbulence
heat transfer coefficient on flat plate of x/d ¼ 0 calculated by
Eq. (12),
hx=d¼0 ¼ 0:0296 Re0:8 Pr0:33

Fig. 9

Computational grid

k
L

(12)

where L is the distance from the entrance of a duct to the location
of x/d ¼ 0.
Figure 10 shows the film effectiveness and heat transfer coefficient distribution obtained by the experiment for BR ¼ 0.5. In
BASE, the film effectiveness did not expand in the spanwise
direction, and only the film effectiveness on the center line
(z/d ¼ 0.0 and 3.0) of the cooling hole became high. On the other
hand, case02-case04 had wide film effectiveness distribution in
the spanwise direction. The film effectiveness distribution was
asymmetrical to the center line because the secondary air was
bent by the vortex structure generated from FCD. The area cooled
in case05-case08 was similar with that of BASE. However, the
local film effectiveness was slightly high and it was shown that
mixing of the mainstream and secondary air was promoted in
these cases. When FCD was mounted, the heat transfer coefficient
near the cooling hole was increasing as compared with BASE.
Figure 11 shows the film effectiveness and heat transfer coefficient distribution obtained by the experiment for BR ¼ 1.0. In
these conditions, since the momentum of secondary air was large,
the film effectiveness became low compared with the BR ¼ 0.5
condition. In case03 and case04, film effectiveness distribution
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Fig. 10 Film effectiveness and heat transfer coefficient distribution for BR 5 0.5 (a) film effectiveness and (b) heat transfer
coefficient

Fig. 11 Film effectiveness and heat transfer coefficient distribution for BR 5 1.0 (a) film effectiveness and (b) heat transfer
coefficient

has expanded slightly in the spanwise direction compared with
BASE. Moreover, in BR ¼ 1.0, the asymmetry of the film effectiveness distribution seen in BR ¼ 0.5 is hardly observed. This is
because the effect of FCD decreased because the momentum of
secondary air was large.

Figure 12 shows the spatially averaged film effectiveness. The
spatially averaged film effectiveness was calculated in the region
of x/d ¼ 0–10. It was normalized with the spatially averaged film
effectiveness of BASE of each BR. In case03 and case04, the
spatially averaged film effectiveness was much higher than

061021-6 / Vol. 136, JUNE 2014
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BASE. When tall FCD (case01-case04) was mounted, the amount
of change of the film effectiveness was large. This tendency
hardly changes as BR increases.

Fig. 12 Spatially averaged film effectiveness

Local Temperature on Normal Planes to Model Surface.
Figure 13(a) shows temperature contours on the normal planes to
model surface for BR ¼ 0.5 obtained by the experiment. In BASE,
the core of nondimensional temperature was relatively high and
close to the surface of a wall. As for the case01, since film effectiveness distribution did not expand in the spanwise direction, the
nondimensional temperature did not expand in the spanwise direction. Because the secondary air was separated from the surface of
a wall and mixing of the mainstream and secondary air became
strong, the nondimensional temperature was low in this case. In
case02, nondimensional temperature became asymmetrical by
the vortex generated from FCD. Therefore, the temperature field
attached to the model surface and the spatially averaged film
effectiveness was higher than case01. In case03, the core of the
nondimensional temperature attached to the model surface in

Fig. 13 Local temperature on normal planes to model surface (a) BR 5 0.5 and (b) BR 5 1.0
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contrast to case01 and case02. Furthermore, also in the region of
z/d ¼ 1.0–1.5, the temperature field also attached to the model
surface, and film effectiveness distribution was expanded in the
spanwise direction (see Fig. 10). In case04, although the temperature field attaches to the model surface in the spanwise direction
like case03, the core position of the nondimensional temperature
is relatively high. Therefore, it is considered that the mixed effect

of the mainstream and secondary air was comparatively low at
case04. In case05-case08, any difference was hardly seen in the
temperature field as compared with BASE. Figure 13(b) shows
local temperature on normal planes to the model surface for
BR ¼ 1.0. In case 02-case04, the asymmetry of the temperature
field is observed like the case of BR ¼ 0.5 by the vortex structure
generated from FCD. But unlike the case of BR ¼ 0.5, the region

Fig. 14 Distribution of total pressure loss coefficient

061021-8 / Vol. 136, JUNE 2014
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where a temperature field attaches did not become wide in the
spanwise direction. Since the vortex structure generated from a
cooling hole became strong with the increase in BR, it was shows
that the effect of interaction between mainstream and the vortex
generated from FCD decreased.
Total Pressure Loss Coefficient. Figure 14 shows distributions of the total pressure loss coefficient obtained in the experiment. In the case of BR ¼ 0.0, the experiment was conducted with
the cooling holes closed. On the BASE condition, the total pressure loss region generated by the boundary layer at BR ¼ 0.0.
When the secondary air exists, total pressure loss coefficient
became high in the mixing region of the mainstream and secondary air. In the case of BR ¼ 0.0, a loss region was observed by the
both sides of the position in which the FCD was installed in
case01. It is supposed that it is a region produced by the horseshoe
vortex generated from upstream of FCD. Although this trend was
similarly observed by case01-case04, it was not observed in
case05. In case01 and case02, the secondary air was separated
from the test model surface in BR ¼ 0.5, the loss region was distant from the wall. Though the loss region was close to the model
surface at case02 and case03, the high total pressure loss region
was expanded compared with BASE. In BR ¼ 1.0, the region of
high total pressure loss coefficient became narrow although the
loss region separated from the model surface.
In order to get averaged quantities of performance, mass averaged total pressure loss coefficient 1 was calculated by Eq. (13),
ðð
CP;t VdA
(13)
1 ¼ ðð
VdA

Velocity Fields at x/d 5 3.0. Figure 16(a) shows the normalize
U-velocity at x/d ¼ 3.0 obtained by the experiment. Inclusive in
the figures were vector plots of v and w velocity components.
Since, the region close to the wall has many errors by reflection of
the laser light, the area below y ¼ 3 mm expressed with white. A
low-velocity region was observed by z/d ¼ 0.0 in BR ¼ 0.5. This
is a region where the mainstream and secondary air were mixing
each other. In case01, BR ¼ 0.0, because the secondary air does
not exist, the low-velocity region produced by a boundary layer
and vortex generated from FCD was observed. Since the lift-off of

Figure 15 shows the mass averaged total pressure loss coefficient. It was normalized with the mass averaged total pressure
loss coefficient of BASE BR ¼ 0.0. When FCD was tall, the loss
increased compared with No FCD condition by the vortex generated from FCD, but when FCD was short, the loss was reduced
according to the separation suppression effect. In the case of
BR ¼ 0.5, the mass averaged total pressure loss coefficient
increased in case01-case04 compared with the BASE BR ¼ 0.5
condition. This is because the mixing region of mainstream and
secondary air and the loss region by vortex generated from FCD
were expanded. But in case05-case08, the total pressure loss
slightly decreased compared with BASE BR ¼ 0.5 condition. The
effect that the separation of secondary air was controlled by the
turbulence generated from FCD was observed. In BR ¼ 1.0, mass
averaged value was lower than that of BR ¼ 0.0, or become equivalent. It was caused by the high total pressure secondary air
flowed in and the loss regions decreased.

Fig. 15 Mass averaged total pressure loss coefficient

Fig. 16 Velocity fields at x/d 5 3.0 (a) normalize U-velocity and
(b) vorticity
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secondary air was promoted in case01 and case02, the low speed
region was located at higher position than BASE condition. In
case03 and case04, U-velocity was decreased by the vortex generated with FCD (see Fig. 16(a)). Figure 16(b) shows the vorticity
contours at x/d ¼ 3.0. The pair of positive and negative vorticity
(see Figure 16(b)) was the counter rotating vortex pair (CRVP),
and it promoted the secondary air to separate from the test model
surface. Since the vortex pair of C (was a twins vortex) generated
when the mainstream passes through the side and the upper surface of FCD, their rotation was opposite to CRVP. In case01
BR ¼ 0.5, CRVP observed by z/d ¼ 0.0 became large. It is because
CRVP and vortex pair (C) interacted each other in this region and
the vorticity was emphasized. As for case02, since the location in

which the vortex generated from FCD shifted from the center, the
CRVP became asymmetrical. In case03 and case04, the vortex
generated from FCD moved to the location of Fig. 16(d). Because
this vortex interacted with CRVP, the secondary air became
attached to the model surface (see Fig. 13).
Vortex Structure Around Cooling Holes. Figure 17 shows
iso-surfaces of Q criterion to observe instantaneous vortex structures, contour of film effectiveness and local temperature on normal planes to the model surface located x/d ¼ 3.0 obtained by
LES. In BASE BR ¼ 0.5, the horseshoe vortex of the upstream of
cooling hole and the hairpin vortex produced by the secondary air
are observed. The hairpin vortex from FCD observed in case01
BR ¼ 0.0 condition. In case01 BR ¼ 0.5, a larger horseshoe vortex
was generated from upstream of the FCD compared with the
BASE condition. Furthermore, the hairpin vortex produced by the
mainstream which passes a FCD interacts with the vortex generated by secondary air. Therefore, a downstream vortex structure
became more complicated as against BASE. The nondimensional
temperature located x/d ¼ 3.0 separated from the wall. In case04,
the location of the hairpin vortex produced by FCD shifted horizontally. Moreover, the nondimensional temperature attached to
the surface in contrast to case01. This is similar to vortex D (see
Fig. 16) in a time averaged flow field.

Conclusions
The effects of flow control device upon flat-plate film cooling
were experimentally and numerically studied for eight types of
FCD. In this study, a aero thermal performance was investigated
by changing the height of FCD and the location of lateral direction, and the following conclusions were acquired.
(1) When tall FCD was installed, comparatively large change
was caused compared with short FCD. When the center of
FCD and the center of a cooling hole were near, CRVP produced from a cooling hole grew up (Fig. 16 case01), and
separation of secondary air was promoted. When the distance between those centers was separated, the hairpin vortex generated from the device was located in the side of
CRVP produced in cooling holes. This vortex observed in a
time averaged flow field (Fig. 16(d)) rotated in a direction
so as to promote attachment of secondary air. Although the
increase of film effectiveness was large, the total pressure
loss also increased.
(2) When short FCD was installed, the time averaged temperature and flow fields were changed slightly compared with
the BASE condition. Although there were few increases in
film effectiveness at short FCD, unlike total pressure loss
decreased.
When FCD is applied to actual turbine blades, application of
precision casting can be considered. The geometry of FCD needs
to be optimized in the future.

Nomenclature

Fig. 17 Vortex structures

A¼
BR ¼
Cp,t ¼
d¼
D¼
DR ¼
h¼
H¼
L¼
m_ ¼
P¼
Pr ¼
Re ¼
t¼

off-set distance of FCD from the center of a cooling hole
blowing ratio (¼q2U2/q1U1)
total pressure loss coefficient
diameter of film cooling hole, mm
diameter of the leading edge model, mm
density ratio
heat transfer coefficient, W/(m2 K)
height of FCD
distance from the entrance of a duct to location of x/d ¼ 0
mass flow rate, kg/s
pressure, Pa
Prandtl number
Reynolds number based on cooling hole diameter
time, s
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T¼
Tu ¼
U¼
x,y,z ¼
d¼
g¼
h¼
k¼
l¼
q¼
1¼

temperature, K
turbulence intensity, %
streamwise velocity, m/s
Cartesian coordinates, mm
boundary layer thickness (99% velocity thickness)
film cooling effectiveness
nondimensional temperature
thermal conductivity, W/(m K)
viscosity, Pa s
density, kg/m3
mass averaged total pressure loss coefficient

Subscripts
aw ¼
d¼
f¼
ref ¼
spa ¼
t¼
w¼
2¼
1¼

adiabatic wall
dynamic quantity
fluid
reference value
spatially averaged value
total quantity
wall
(relative to) secondary air
(relative to) mainstream
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